
Monday Week 9 
9:00 – 10:00 Literacy: Reading Revision Digraphs  

Sing along with this video to practice the “ai” and “oa” sound. Stop at the 53 second 

mark.  

Watch Mrs. Vella’s video to make words and match pictures to words. Do this in 

your remote learning book. 

Watch the story - The Goat that Gloats. 

The goat tries to make friends by showing off and it doesn’t work. Write a sentence 

(in your remote learning book) and draw a picture showing how the goat eventually 

makes friends. 

10:00 – 11:00 Mathematics: Measurement Revision 
Watch this video and work through the various activities explained by Ms Carrondo.  

You will need to pause the video as you go. 

Remember to do these in your remote learning book. 

11:00 – 11:20 

Morning Recess 

LOTE - Miss Figen will be available to support you from 1pm-2pm on Webex (Meeting 

number is on Xuno > News > Specialists Webex Numbers) 
LANGUAGES – TURKISH with Miss Figen - Prep Students 

Catch up and Reflection Week 
This week is the LAST week you have to focus on making sure you have finished all 
your Languages -Turkish work for the past 7 weeks AND MOST IMPORTANTELY 
SEND ALL YOUR WORK TO ME at my email address 
figen.hasimoglu@education.vic.gov.au or on XUNO.
You will find all the work you need to make sure you have completed in the school 
website, in the Grade 1/2 remote learning page. Each weeks’ work is in the files in the 
table from week 1 to 7.
Only complete the work you haven’t done yet or sent me. If you are not sure 
which work you haven’t sent me, then email me or send me a message and ill let 
you know exactly which work it is you need to complete.
When you have finished all the work from week 1 to 7, you need to complete the 
reflection table below and send it to me.
If you already sent me your table below last week and ALL your 7 pieces of work 
for this term then you can have a rest this week. If you aren’t sure what you 
haven’t sent me, then please email me to find out.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wlsgYi7dRM
https://vimeo.com/455999746
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tvherLH2Jf4&vl=en
https://vimeo.com/455999528
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Colour in the face that best shows how you feel about each ‘I Can’ or ‘I know’ statement: 

I can dance with the song called 
“Anneciğim Gelsene”  

I can draw a family picture and label the 
family members in Turkish  

I can read the family members words in 
Turkish.  

I can match the family members words with 
their pictures.  

I can say and copy the names of these shapes 
in Turkish:  
square, circle, triangle and rectangular   

I can match the pictures of these shapes with 
their names in Turkish:  
square, circle, triangle and rectangular  

I know the numbers up to 5 in Turkish 


